

This material is part of a collection that documents the harassment, discrimination, and retaliation 
perpetrated against Alaska's women research scientists by their supervisor, with full knowledge 
(and arguably, "tacit approval") of their federal employer, the USDA Agricultural Research Service (ARS)
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This is one of USDA's non-claims










Since RPES does not use objective measurable criteria, the goal of reviewing scientific positions is clearly not to ensure classification accuracy. 











RPES results are determined subjectively (i.e. the process is biased). ARS statistics demonstrated that recruitment, promotion, and retention of women scientists in the ARS is lower than for their male peers. 














My "h index" (an objective measure of scientific impact) was over twice that of my GS 15 supervisor. Clearly, I was offered a GS 12 position because
  I was a woman, not because of my scientific accomplishments.














Men scientists also received a hiring bonus of equal (or greater) value. 










FALSE
No documents were ever presented to support Alberto Pantoja's statement that Peter Bechtel had been asked to provide any form of assistance (let alone mentorship or collaboration). Peter Bechtel only supported the careers of his male post-docs, allowing them both to achieve the same GS 12 rank as the Complainant, despite the lesser responsibilities of a post-doc (being told what to do) as compared to those of a woman research scientist, who must independently set up research programs, while forging collaborations, and supervising employees.








RPES does not evaluate scientists using objective measurable criteria. In fact, this biased RPE System allows the ARS to maintain an agency where women scientists are not recruited, promoted, or retained at the same rate as their male peers. 














FALSE
The "transition" required over three months of unanticipated delay and resulted in a lower salary than the job had advertised. Accepting employment with the ARS was anything but "smooth".











Actually, Alberto Pantoja specifically denied my access to Dr. Tara McHugh as a mentor in 2006, thereby allowing his attacks on my career to continue under the guise of "mentorship".

















Actually, I was expected to develop my own research program (which I did without any mentorship or collaborative opportunities from Peter Bechtel). 











Actually, he was on his way to Puerto Rico for personal reasons, and attached himself to my business trip so that agency funding would cover most of his airline ticket. His presence was unexpected and diminished my authority, resulting in no future collaboration with Oklahoma State.













All three women research scientists reported that Alberto Pantoja consistently acted to DECREASE the strength of their case writeups.





Almost all the women in Dr. Pantoja's unit (not just the women research scientists)attended the Conflict Management training in direct response to the unethical (and/or illegal) activities being perpetrated against ARS employees in Alaska.

















ARS evidence conclusively proved that Alberto Pantoja refused to appoint a mentor for Complainant in 2006. The Pacific West Area administrators had suggested a mentor (in response to complaints of discrimination from ARS women in Alaska against Dr. Pantoja).
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Alberto Pantoja approached a male scientist first (Dr. Joe Kuhl) concerning SHEM duties for his technician. Dr. Kuhl did not allow the tech's appointment, so his tech was never told about the opportunity.
Next, Dr. Pantoja approached the technician (Katie Hietala) of a female scientist (Dr. Bower) and discussed the SHEM position with only the technician. A meeting was set up (after the fact) to ask Dr. Bower for her approval. 








Dr. Pantoja approached the male scientist with respect, but undermined the authority of the woman scientist. This is merely a documented incidence of what was a common occurrence for the women who were frequently disrespected by Dr. Pantoja in Alaska's ARS unit.








